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We’re back after a couple of years
of being lazy and not producing fanzines
for Scotcon.

How could we not, it’s our tenth anniversary year and what a year it’s going to
be. We can now boast that people come
from the four corners of Britain to make
the event what it is.
We’ll even have a guest from America
live via skype.
Don’t cheer too much it’s Nick. Now
we all like Nick, he’s a nice chap. But
he is doing a quiz this year. Long term
attendees will remember these quizzes
and be upset.
I know I am.
I hope you enjoy it.
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SCOTCON 2012 - this fanzine was produced and given away to those hardy souls who

brave the inclement weather and the drunkent natives to make their way to Scotland and TMUK’s annual
Scottish get-together. It’s also TMUK’s coldest get-together hence the frequent hugging and chunky knitwear, but I digress. The magazine such as it is is put together by Ralph Burns, Gav Spence, Karl Thurgood
and Andy Turnbull. It’s free so no need to worry about troubling copyright issues, but suffice it to say we
all know that Transformers are © Hasbro and Takara Tomy have some clout too, and that chap Michael Bay
probably owns a bit these days. You never can tell, are you still reading this? Dammit now I feel I have
to say something else. Nope, I’m done. Oh and this bit is pretty much entirely for the benefit of Ralph, he
loves the indicia of things, and so do I.

Fair Fight
by
Karl Thurgood
Sunstreaker checked his weapons status again. Not that he expected
a different answer. Missiles – expended, laser – damaged and non-functional,
transformation – not an option until he could get a couple of vital bearings
realigned, close combat weapons – not present. Down to just his fists, feet and
other joints as offensive weaponry. That might be ok in an arena fight, but
probably wasn’t the best situation to be in during a war. Not that Sunstreaker
didn’t have confidence that he would come out on top if he was forced to
fight. That was one of the perks of being the best. Still he would prefer a more
level playing field. He still had plenty of distance to cover before he reached
the Last Bridge and the safety of Iacon beyond it. Time to make tracks then.
Jazz pressed his back to the wall of the building as he watched the patrolling
Decepticon aeroforms dwindle into the distance. They were too far from the
Last Bridge and the Autobot perimeter around Iacon for them to take any
unnecessary risks.
“I’m still not getting anything,” Sideswipe, who was in cover right
next to him, observed, “you?”
“Nothing at all, “ Jazz replied, “if he has any sense he’s running radio
silent so as to be harder to track. Doesn’t make it very easy for us to link up
with him now that the rally point has been compromised though....”
Sunstreaker, wished he had picked another route. The plaza had looked
inviting – open and clear of obstructions he had thought that it would help
him make better time. Shame that that same openness left him a little exposed
from the air. Which wouldn’t have mattered if the random number generator
hadn’t have spat out Dead Optics. He looked around for better cover but
knew that it was futile. The plaza was too wide for him to slip away and have
much chance of evading them, and they had arrived overhead too swiftly for
there to be much hope that he could go into partial shutdown and convince
them he was already scrapped. Unless he did it anyway, the sarcastic thought
occurred to him, and tried to make it seem he had gone off-line in fright. No,
escape wasn’t going to be an option, and it wasn’t as if he had much left in
terms of weapons that would reach that far. Logically, the only option left on
the table was dying. But that wasn’t really an option that had ever appealed to
him.
“Hey. Deceptic-creeps,” Sunstreaker shouted, “how about coming
down here and making it a fair fight?” His words carried up to where the
Decepticons were holding tight banks, circling like hungry mechano-dents.
A few seconds ticked past and then they simultaneously tipped over into

stooping attack dives.

Ten Years before the Tarn/Vos incident:

moved to counter in but was caught unawares as the other shifted his grip.
His opponent shifted one hand to grip partway down the blade’s length and
struck out with the pommell of the sword. It smashed into Sunstreaker’s
face and he felt metal bend and tear as it impacted with considerable force.
Blocking Sunstreaker’s return blow forearm to forearm his opponent
continued his blow around to hook Sunstreaker’s shield with the handguard
of his sword, wrenching the shield from Sunstreaker’s grasp. Sunstreaker
stumbled two steps backwards as his opponent kicked the shield out of his
reach. A noise like grinding metal issued from Sunstreaker’s vocoder as his
probed the damage to his face-plate with his now-empty left hand. His righthand drew widening eccentric circles in the air with his axe-head, building up
momentum. He abandoned Centred-Pivot for Whirling-Cog style.
Rotor-slips-gear - a flurry of circling strikes in the horizontal plane
drove his opponent back and forced them to switch to a fully defensive
stance. Piston-runs-away – a rapid percussive series of jabbing strokes with
the piercing point which backed the axe-head to put his opponent in the right
place. Sunstreaker finished off with a ducking sweep kick from an Iaconian
performance-fighting style. The sort of flamboyant maneuver that probably
didn’t have any proper place in a fight that wasn’t choreagraphed in advance,
but the crowd adored it. His opponent, feet swept from under him and his
centre of mass in completely the wrong place crashed to the floor of the
arena, sword falling from his grasp. Sunstreaker planted both his knees on
his opponents chest plastron and his axe-blade flashed downwards to hover
just below his opponents chin. He held the moment just long enough to see
in his opponents eyes that the other knew that he was beaten. Then he rose
to his feet, picking up his opponents blade in his off-hand and raising it, and
his own fighting-axe, above his head. The roaring of the crowd grew louder
as they rose to their feet. Sunstreaker, his opponent forgotten, drank in the
adulation of the crowd.

The roar of the crowd echoed around the arena, drowning out the sound of
his opponents sword impacting on Sunstreaker’s shield. The double-handed
blade glanced aside, opening up a momentary break in his opponents guard.
Sunstreaker lashed out with his single-bladed axe. His opponent took a swift
step back, taking him out of his immediate reach. A lesser fighter might have
been tempted to follow him, to lean into the blow. But that what was the
other was waiting for, for Sunstreaker to overreach himself and leave himself
open and uncentered. It was a mistake that Sunstreaker had made before in
his early career and been determined to learn from. It was why he had put
so much Centred-Pivot Metalikato into his warm-up routine, to keep that
lesson firmly in his mind. So he gathered himself back into a braced stance.
His opponent sidestepped, and Sunstreaker circled to keep him firmly in
front of him. The opponent feinted a swing with his blade, Sunstreaker

“Hold on,” Sunstreaker called, “hold on Mistral”. Sunstreaker’s erstwhile
opponent, holding his long-blade across his shoulder, stopped in his tracks
then pivoting on one foot to fix Sunstreaker with the glare of his optics.
“What,” was his only response. Sunstreaker stopped short, that wasn’t
really the reaction that I was expecting.
“I only wanted to..”
“Wanted to what? Rub my face in my defeat?”
“No, I....”
“I saw you out there. You don’t care about anything but looking good
– it doesn’t matter to you how you make anyone else look. Just as long as
you’re fine. Just as long as you are always centre stage, bathed in the crowds
adulation. And you’ll do anything to stay there won’t you?”
“No, all I wanted to say was that was a great bout. I’d love to go a

The two aeroforms streaked downwards, but instead of discharging
weapons they began to blurr and fold in a morphcore-induced shifting of
form. Engines slid up to form backpacks, Nose sections hinged over into cores
even as arms and legs unfolded from within and wings retracted smoothly
against what were becoming torsoes. The two Decepticons landed, flexed legs
and shock-absorbing actuators taking up the last of their airborne momentum,
one in front and one behind Sunstreaker. The Decepticon to his front reached
over his shoulders to draw two short-barrelled guns from bays which had
been alongside his engines. He leveled them at Sunstreaker,
“Any excuse Autobot....” the Decepticon’s voice was as thin as his
smile. The other Decepticon, when he spoke almost sounded... familiar?
“Hello Sunstreaker, what are you doing here so far from an
audience?” Sunstreaker turned his head and swivelled his torso slightly to
look at the impassive-faceplated Decepticon standing behind him. He closed
his fists, ready for the fight that he knew he couldn’t win.
“Sorry, you have me at a disadvantage. But then, you ‘cons all look
fairly generic to me. Probably all the purple,” he observed.
“You really don’t remember do you?” The ‘Con behind him observed,
“you really have forgotten. I shouldn’t be surprised really. You never could see
beyond the edge of your own spotlight. Mistral.”
“I’ve scrapped a lot of your lot since the war started, it is asking
a bit much for me to remember whomever your friend was in particular,”
Sunstreaker put on a bravado he didn’t really feel.
“The war? This isn’t about the war,” The Decepticon replied, “I’m
Mistral and you and I have something much more important to settle.”

rematch with you some time – the crowd really loved us.”
“You make me look like nothing and then want me to come back and
help you look even better? Get scrapped Sunstreaker.” Mistral turned his back
on Sunstreaker and walked away.
“What is your malfunction?” Sunstreaker muttered to himself.
The moment at hand
“Hang on,” Sunstreaker raised his finger, still trying to buy himself
some time and work out where this was going, “Mistral. We had that bout in
the games back in 0...”
“I supposed I should be flattered that you can remember me at all,”
Mistral lowered his gun, but Sunstreaker could see at the edge of his field of
view that the other “Cons’ gun was unwavering, “after all, why should you
recall the scenery on the stage.”
“Semi’s bout. I recall the crowd loving us....”
“That would be the way you remember it,” Mistral replied acidly,
“you got your applause, so you didn’t care how you got it or what you left of
your opponents reputation,” This was beginning to seem slightly surreal to
Sunstreaker, like one of those abtruse pre-war experimental holo-vid drama’s
that spy-bot, Mirage, sometimes pontificated about. Standing here listening to
a Decepticon prattling on about the State Games, the good old days, instead of
trading laser charges with him.
“....rematch. I was lucky to get a slot on the bottom end of the circuit.
I could barely get a fight against a trash-drone,” Mistral stared icily at
Sunstreaker for a moment, “I could have scrappped you where you stood. But
that wouldn’t be a fair fight. And I want to scrap you in a fair fight.”
“Look. If you are going to scrap me please get on with it. I’m going to
catch a frozen bearing if we stand around here all night. If not....”
“I’ll scrap you alright, but only once I beat you fair and square,”
Mistral replied, “our rematch, here and now. First Circuit rules, for the big
prize. We fight till one of us scores a win under the Stadium Athletic Code.
Winner walks away with his life. Thunderstroke terminates you if you lose.”
“You’ll forgive me if I think that seems a little loaded.”
“Don’t,” Thunderstroke replied, raising his gun to rest it over his
shoulder, “I’ll scrap you in a cycle, but if the boss says let you walk I let you
walk. Then he has to make me squad second or I tell our Wingleader he’s in
league with an Autobot. Win-win for me.”
“Also, Mistral pointed out, “it isn’t like you have a better options. You
must figure you have a chance in a fair fight. But if you’d rather I gave you an
unfair one......”
“Point taken,” Sunstreaker replied. Mistral did indeed have a point.
Sunstreaker knew his own win-lose ratio like he knew the lines on his finish –

he’d fought a lot of fair fights and lost very few of them.
“Thunderstroke, your axe,” Mistral instructed. Thunderstroke
detached his close combat weapon. A mid-length hafted axe, the razoredged blade backed with a dense alloy spike with a chisel edge designed
to penetrate armour. He threw it at Sunstreaker’s feet. “I’m sure you
haven’t forgotten how to use one of these,” Mistral observed. He took a step
backwards, opening some room between himself and Sunstreaker and giving
the latter space to pick up the fallen axe. Sunstreaker bent down and hefted
the axe, careful never to allow his gaze to leave Mistral. Lose your awareness
of your opponent, lose the fight – had been one of the first things drilled into
him. Mistral was unslinging a long-bladed sword from across his shoulder.
In his vehicle mode it must have lain in a storage compartment across much
of the length of his form. It was a double-edged blade that came to a thickly
rounded tip and swept down, with very little taper to a lengthy, two-handed,
grip. Mistral swung the sword around to a guard position that was straight
out of the classic text ‘The five and nine ways of the blade in single combat’
attributed to Steeljack.
“In your own time,” Sunstreaker told Mistral.
“You ready then?”
“Manufactured ready, ‘Con,” Sunstreaker retorted. Mistral snarled
and launched himself into offense.
“This is a wild Turbofox chase, “ Sideswipe muttered, “we’ve nothing
to go on.”
“Not necessarily, “ Jazz replied, “I’ve been listening out to the tac-net
channels, running an algorythmn that one of the Com-Int ‘bots came up with.”
“If Sunstreaker could get up on the tac-net we could just ask him
where he was,” Sideswipe objected.
“I think the problem is that he can transmit but he can’t actually send
properly, “ Jazz explained, “he’s got a carrier wave but he can’t modulate it.”
“So,” Sideswipe was losing patience with the technical stuff.
“So, this algorythmn was designed to pick out enemy tac-channel’s
when they were in stand-by mode, from the leaked carrier wave from
someone’s transmitter. Lets you locate them when they think they are safe
because they aren’t sending.”
“And you think you can use it find Sunstreaker’s location?”
“With a couple more readings to get some triangulation.... yep, I think
so,” Jazz replied confidently.
Mistral’s lunge came in fast and with power behind it, but Sunstreaker
saw it coming before it was launched and was already moving to divert
the Decepticon’s blade. The Autobot found that war had done nothing to
atrophy his gladiators reflexes. He answered Mistral’s attack by leaning

in to the opening of Piston-runs-away, but turned it into a feint to set up a
downward strike with the axe blade, forced Mistral to stumble back. The
Decepticon’s recovery was, like his attack, straight out of one of the Iaconian
fencing manuals. Sunstreaker stepped back, falling unconciously into the
Eight Directions Fortress stance, one of his trademark defensive stances from
his arena days. He watched Mistral intently. There, that was what he had
thought he had seen. There was a discontinuity as the Decepticon sequed into
the opening moves of an attack from the Helixian swordsmanship tradition.
He didn’t flow from one stance into the next, simply stopped one and began
another. Seeing the attack coming Sunstreaker stepped into it, axe-blade
coming around in a movement modified from whipsaw-drive-linkage to
divert Mistral’s sword and open up his guard. Sunstreaker kept moving, not
into the rest of the recognised form, but into a step forward to drive his elbow
squarely into Mistral’s faceplate. The impact drove the Decepticon back a step
and Sunstreaker followed up with a leg sweep which Mistral barely managed
to step out of. Sunstreaker kept attacking, not with anything remotely like a
form from one of the recognised texts. Instead he fell back on parts of moves
and the kind of free-ranging improvisation that you tended to see from an
amateur who didn’t know what was prescribed as a good idea in a battle. Or
from a master who knew very well indeed.
Mistral back-stepped, desperately running through his repetoire to
find a guard that would break the momentum of Sunstreaker’s assault and
give him a chance to regain control of the fight. What was the Autobot doing?
Sunstreaker had been fighting at the top of his game, and then in a second he
seemed to lose his mind completely. Mistral saw the beginnings of techniques
and stances, but then the Autobot seemed to forget what he was doing and
half-start something else. He never seemed to follow anything through
properly. And yet, Sunstreaker didn’t seem angry enough to have forgotten
the forms that he had been so extensively drilled in.
Sunstreaker tried very hard to keep the triumph from showing in his
face. He watched Mistral move stiffly from one recognised guard to another,
barely parrying Sunstreaker’s swings, thrusts and stabs. The Decepticon
tried to launch several counter-attacks but each time Sunstreaker answered
with anything except something that was a recognised response to Mistral’s
attack. Each time Sunstreaker watched him flounder, confirming what he had
suspected. Mistral knew techniques, he had clearly been studying forms and
stances, but that was his weakness. He had studied them but he hadn’t really
learned them. Sunstreaker could well imagine Mistral intently studying one
old volume on swordsmanship after another, carefully learning by rote the
details of stances, guards, attacks and counter-attacks. He clearly knew the
techniques well, but he hadn’t really tested them. He hadn’t put them into use

in a real one-to-one fight, where you learned what worked in theory but not
in practice, where you learned where you could or had to take a short-cut or
could allow a little leeway in the performance of a technique. Or even take a
part of one thing and weld it to something else. Sunstreaker kept the pressure
on, throwing half-formed attacks at Mistral but pulling them back at the last
moment. Now wasn’t the time to commit all the way. The moment would
present itself.
Mistral took another quick step backwards – at this rate he was going
to run out of plaza. But not before Sunstreaker had run out of ideas. It had
suddenly become clear to him that Sunstreaker had finally reached the end of
his skills. That was at the heart of his wild attacks. Not some secret technique
or strategy, but simply that he had reached the end of his knowledge and
skills. A nagging voice in Mistral’s brain-module had told him just to
transform and wipe the Autobot from the face of Cybertron from the air. But
he wanted to win this fight fairly, by the rules. He’d studied techniques, forms
and styles obsessively hoping for this moment. The rules of the State Games
pre-dated the instatiation of Transformation capabilities – unless you thought
the Morphist Heretics were even close to right – so it certainly wasn’t on the
list of permitted weapons or techniques. No, he was ready to win, ready to
show just how much he had learned. There, as Sunstreaker regrouped after
his latest failed attack. That was his moment. Mistral raised his blade high
and set his shoulder back, swinging forward again to arc the blade around in
Reap-the-rust-bloom. One blow to open Sunstreaker’s torso-armour along the
classic “line of dysfunction”, Sunstreaker would have to concede.
That was the moment. Sunstreaker watched Mistral over-extend
himself, swinging into Reap-the-rust-bloom. He had to concede that it was
well executed – Mistral’s form was classic and it was delivered well.
A shame that Sunstreaker saw it coming. He flipped his axe over,
parrying with the haft and trapping Mistral’s blade where haft intersected
with the axe-head. Stepping inside Mistral’s guard he wrapped his arm over
Mistral’s and using that leverage wrenched the sword from Mistral’s grasp.
The sword clattered to the ground as Sunstreaker pulled Mistral over and
through a hip throw.
Mistral crashed to the ground. Before he could even start to get
himself back into the fight he realised that the blade of Sunstreaker’s axe-blade
was resting squarely on the top of his head.
“Five point strike,” Sunstreaker observed, “clean win.” Sunstreaker
stood up and tossed the axe under-hand to land at Thunderstroke’s feet.
Thunderstroke looked down at the axe, then back up at Sunstreaker.
“Nice moves,” he observed.
“So,” Sunstreaker looked back and forth between the prone Mistral
and Thunderstroke, “this is where you stab me in the back laughing at
Autobot naievete, right?” Thunderstroke was silent, mulling it over.

‘Impossible,’ that was the thought that immediately came to Mistral’s
mind. He couldn’t have been beaten, not like this. He’d spent every spare
micro-cycle studying the classic texts, memorising the secrets of the masters.
Sunstreaker couldn’t have beaten him, he didn’t even come at him with
technique or form at the end. He couldn’t have beaten him. But Mistral knew
that he had no choice but to accept the obvious. He got back to his feet and
picked up his sword.
“I’m not sure how you did it, but once again you win,” Mistral raised
his sword in salute.
“Like before, it was a fair fight and a good one, shame there wasn’t....”
Sunstreaker was interrupted by the characteristic sharp crack of a photon
rifle discharge, rapidly followed by two more. The first shot, closely followed
by the second, punched into Mistral’s chest wrecking his fuel-regulator and
his primary distributor node. The third shot destroyed head and very nearly
brain-module which was only saved from lethal feedback by emergency shutdown measures. At almost the same moment a barrage of laser-fire cratered
the ferro-crete of the plaza around Thunderstroke. The Decepticon lunged to
the side, narrowly avoiding the majority of the laser-fire from the Autobot that
was descending from the apex of a rocket-pack assisted leap. Thunderstroke
parried the two shots which were on target with the mass of one of his wings,
the ablative armour scorching under the assault. He snapped off a couple
of wild shots which came nowhere near the descending Autobot, before
slapping the guns back into their storage compartments and triggering his
transformation to his aero-form. With engines opened to maximum output he
tore into the sky even as Sideswipe landed within arms-length of where he
had been standing.
“Wait, hang on,” Sunstreaker protested.
“We need to go,” Jazz called, standing up from the rubble at the
plaza’s edge where he had concealed himself, “won’t take long for Decepticon
reinforcements to get here.”
“Looks like we came just in time, they were going to carve you up like
a block of alloy,” Sideswipe nudged Thunderstroke’s discarded axe with his
foot.
“This was supposed to be a fair fight and then you.....” Sunstreaker
waved his had at the motionless form of Mistral, lost for words.
“This is a war Sunstreaker,” Jazz reminded him, “if you want a fair
fight stick to the arenas. Now lets roll out.”
Jazz and Sideswipe moved to leave the plaza, heading back towards
Autobot lines. Sunstreaker cast a regretful look at the off-line form of Mistral,
then turned and followed them, out of the regular confines of the ruined plaza
and back towards the chaos of the war.

can he see us?

honestly? i
have no idea.
he hasn’t moved
from the recharge
harness since we
recovered him from
beneath that crater*.

* scotcon
2006 mag.

i can’t say.

he’s proved
unresponsive
to all external
stimulus. only
onboard autodefense protcols
remain active.

we can’t lose him.

does he have any
idea of where he
was? or when?

fo rgotte n
h e ro e s
boo k i i
i am
lost.

i’m surrouned by
the bodies of my
troops. my friends.

th e
war
with i n

never has that boast
sounded so hollow.

RALPH BURNS & ANDY TURNBULL
STORYTELLERS

i sent them to their
death over and over
again as time looped
back over us.

rotostorm, you
deserved better.

you’re damn right
i did! we all did.

so often in fact,
that i find it difficult
to associate them
with life.

killed so many
times that we
are nothing
but empty husks!

i once proclaimed i never
killed a transformer.

why? was it so
you didn’t have
to compromise
your own ideals.
or simply because
you knew, you couldn’t
make the hard choice
when it comes right
down to it!

i’m amazed even here, in your
head, how much of a presence
that you’ve allowed me to have.
i have no
answer.

does focusing on me, let you
ignore the real danger to
cybertron. your pathetic
devotion to stagnation.

his ghost fades from
my mind, but the question
hangs over me still.
i tried to do
the right thing.

dammit!
it’s not
my fault!

you know in your own
mind the cause you
fight for is doomed.

the ludicrous backward
looking outlook that
you laughingly call
the autobot code!

usually any command
element in this prime’s
army can’t keep their
mouth shut. does the
truth hurt?
skyquake!

but like a good little
soldier, you did what
you were told.

but not all
that hard.

show yourself!
oh, come on!

after all we’ve
shared and how
close we are, you
are going to profess
ignorance of my
indentity

really? that’s it?
that’s all you’ve
got. death really
has robbed you
of your wit!

spare me your
expansionist
propaganda
decepticon!

one machine’s
propaganda
is another’s truth.

we used to think there
was a way back for you
all. that you could
learn to reject ths
new notion of war.
face you?!

it’s all that we’ve been
doing since you started
the war.

it becomes clear to me
that we’ll only win if
we face you on a level
you can understand.

i reject your
truth!

we are
better
than you.

oh no thunder clash.
you can’t escape that
easily. you’ve let me
in your head. you
either face me or
we’ll keep doing this
until your brain
module burns out.!

you mistake our desire
for peace as a weakness.

we are stronger
than you because
we can resist those
impulses that are
within us all.

really?
that sounds
a lot like
something
a decepticon
would say.

we don’t want war.

at least not amongst
our own. you autobots
brought that upon
the planet when you
refused to
bow to the inevitable.

we were meant to straddle
the cosmos as giants.
you autobots took
arms against us. instead
of banding with us.

we were not granted these
abilities to stay on our own
planet and grow indolent.

yet you painted
us as the villains!

maybe we have
changed.

but you know what.

not enough to
share your
viewpoint.

enough!

the decepticon way
has no such
compunctions.

why can’t you see
the obvious?

we still fight, and right
now we fight to survive.
they had a way of life.
surely it was worth
preserving?
to preserve our
way of life.

based on your
code they did.

yet still
you killed
them all.
what of the way
of life of those
protocybertronians
you so happily let
your troops kill.
i’ve heard enough
of your lies.

i do believe you
have. judging
from your
inability to
engage in debate.

Reliable
by
Karl Thurgood

you are one
of us.

report: skyqyuake.

i’m in his head, not just
thanks to your illicit
tampering with our brain
modules, but he’s made
me the focus of all his
woes.

one more session
and he’ll be right
where we want him.

he’s crumbling.
excellent.

we’ve spent millennia
preparing for events.

time is our enemy.

the children of primus
must spread throughout
the stars and soon.

without the likes of
thunder clash in
positions of authority
in time we will
degenerate into world
ravagers. no better
than the chaos bringer.

he must become a
dececepticon!

Cindy Newell watched the milk spiral in her coffee. Spinning around
and around, slowly spreading itself thinner and thinner. She kind of thought
she knew what it felt like.
“So, c’mon. Spill,” Jackie urged, “how did it go?”
“Alright I guess,” Cindy shook her head. Her mind was elsewhere
and it really wasn’t on last night.
“Well,” Jackie drummed her fingers impatiently on the table, “c’mon
girl, I need details. Where did he take you?’
“Jackie....”
“Cyn, girl. Since Devon and I got married we don’t go nowhere. How
am I going to live if not through you? So spill it girl!”
“Ok, ok,” Cindy forced a laugh, “if your life is so boring that mine
sounds like excitement then you are in a sorry state.”
“Yeah!” Jackie nodded.
“You win, but don’t blame me if this isn’t the thrill you were looking
for,” Cindy shook her head. “You know that photography exhibition down at
the museum, well Greg told me he thought it might be nice to see that given
that it was travel themed and I always had plans to see the world. So I get
myself all ready and there I am at seven, waiting for him to pick me up at halfsix. Then he shows up...”
“Flowers?
“What?”
“Did he bring flowers?”
“Oh, yeah. Carnations.”
“Nice, thoughtful but not too overtly romantic. Good start.”
“Except for the half-an-hour late thing,” Cindy replied, “anyway, he
tells me that he’s had a better idea on the way and how about we give the
exhibition a miss and head out to the carnival”
“Oooh, Spontaneous. That’s good too.”
“So we end up heading out to do the whole carnival experience thing.
Roller Coaster, shooting gallery, candy-floss the whole thing.”
“So did you have fun?”
“I was, kind of, for a while...”
“Oh Cyn...” Jackie shook her head.
“I kind of told him it was a bit of a pity that we didn’t do the
exhibition.”
“What were you thinking girl? The guy was smart enough to bring
you flowers, do something spontaneously and bring a bit of the unexpected
and exciting into your life...” Jackie sighed, “do you just not like excitement

or something?” Cindy stopped and thought about the things that she’d seen
which somehow made a roller coaster not quite register on the excitement
scale,
“It’s not that Jackie,” she replied, “I don’t mind something different.
It’s just when you add it up with the turning up half-an-hour late without
a ‘phone call, let alone a good excuse.... Is it too much to ask for someone
reliable?”
“You want reliable? Hon’, you dealing with men here. You’ll be lucky
if you can find one on this planet who can spell the word.”
“I just want someone that I get the feeling is really there for me when
they’re there. Someone I feel I can rely on.”
“Honey, you are going to have to look real hard to find a man in this
world that you can really rely on. If you can find one that can surprise you
every so often then you are well ahead of the curve.”
“Maybe,” Cindy looked back down into her coffee. “Maybe you’re
right Jackie. Maybe I really am looking for reliable on the wrong planet....”

